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Almailem Group is completing nearly 60 years as a leader in Kuwait’s Automotive industry. 
Our story is one of grit, passion and determination.
From a single tire shop to a reputed footprint in retail and corporate distribution business 
today, we have established ourselves through tireless service, quality, competitive pricing, 
dedicated staff and the goodwill of our loyal customers.

Our commitment is to be sincere to our customers as well as
to the environment that nurtures us…

Green Rubber Recycling Co. is the green arm of Almailem Group, where we have strongly 
placed our commitment, passion and drive towards environment sustainability.
Our multinational team is focused and motivated in developing and creating products best 
suited to an ever-changing market, even adapting to consumer requests.
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Our dedication to the ecosystem is an important part of our business ethos.
Driven by this mission, we have invested in state of the art European origin 
machinery to find effective quality solutions and applications to recycle used 
tires.

Old tires are not only guaranteed engagement in a circular economy,
but find new life under young and exuberant feet.
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GreenRub Play
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Code Colour Size (mm) Thickness (mm)

STLRD05040 Red 500 x 500 40
STLGN05040 Green 500 x 500 40
STLBK05040 Black 500 x 500 40
STLRD15040 Red 500 X 1000 40
STLGN15040 Green 500 X 1000 40
STLBK15040 Black 500 X 1000 40
STLRD10040 Red 1000 x 1000 40
STLGN10040 Green 1000 x 1000 40
STLBK10040 Black 1000 x 1000 40
STLRD05050 Red 500 x 500 50
STLGN05050 Green 500 x 500 50
STLBK05050 Black 500 x 500 50
STLRD15050 Red 500 X 1000 50
STLGN15050 Green 500 X 1000 50
STLBK15050 Black 500 X 1000 50
STLRD05060 Red 500 x 500 60
STLGN05060 Green 500 x 500 60
STLBK05060 Black 500 x 500 60

Kids will be kids. Whether they are climbing up, sliding down, or running around the playground, 
they are likely to fall down or lose their balance - it is a part of growing up.
The fear of falling and hurting oneself should never restrict the joy of play. It is up to us to ensure 
their utmost safety and well-being. 

With a variety of sizes and vibrant colours, GreenRub Play tiles guarantee the highest safety 
standards on playgrounds by reducing the impact and thereby decreasing the risk of injury in 
case of accidental falls.

USAGE BENEFITS 

- Suitable for indoor or outdoor applications
- Enhanced comfort and safety
- Non-slip surface
- Resilient in all climates
- Easy installation
- Low maintenance

Availability ranges:
100% SBR rubber coloured granules or 
EPDM-topped tiles.
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There can be no compromise when it comes to the safety of our children.
This is why we have implemented a very strict quality control for every single stage 
of the manufacturing process.
The MDI binders are premium quality and crumb rubber is carefully selected and sorted by 
size.

Our modern technological laboratory is equipped to carry out tests not only for the standard 
certification of products but also upon the request of our clients. 

The HIC (Head Injury Criterion) test is one of the most effective way to measure the probability 
of head injury occurring from the impact with a surface. 

With our technically advanced Impact Testing System, we are able to perform accurate 
tests on playground flooring in order to determine the HIC value. 

All our GreenRub Play tiles are tested and certified in accordance 
with DIN EN1177 and ASTMF-1292.

Our commitment to technical excellence and comprehensive quality control ensures that 
you can sit back and relax while watching your kids enjoy themselves.

GreenRub Play Critical Fall Heights Chart
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GreenRub Urban
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Private home play area
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GreenRub interlocking tiles provide an environmentally-friendly outdoor and indoor flooring 
solution as well as an ideal alternative to cement brick pavers. 
This product has a versatile application in commercial, residential, general recreation and 
public spaces.

USAGE BENEFITS

- Suitable for indoor or outdoor applications 
- Enhanced comfort and safety 
- Non slip surface 
- Resilient in most climates 
- Easy installation 
- Low maintenance

Availability ranges: 
100% SBR rubber coloured granules or EPDM-topped tiles.

Code Colour Size (mm) Thickness (mm)

ITRDX00015 Red 200 x 165 15
ITRDX00020 Red 200 x 165 20
ITRDX00030 Red 200 x 165 30
ITRDX00040 Red 200 x 165 40
ITRDX00045 Red 200 x 165 45
ITGNX00015 Green 200 x 165 15
ITGNX00020 Green 200 x 165 20
ITGNX00030 Green 200 x 165 30
ITGNX00040 Green 200 x 165 40
ITGNX00045 Green 200 x 165 45
ITBKX00015 Black 200 x 165 15
ITBKX00020 Black 200 x 165 20
ITBKX00030 Black 200 x 165 30
ITBKX00040 Black 200 x 165 40
ITBKX00045 Black 200 x 165 45

Sustainability,
the GreenRub way!
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GreenRub Fitness
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Code Colour Size (mm) Thickness (mm)

STFBK10010 Black 1000 x 1000 10
STFRD10010 Red 1000 x 1000 10
STFBK05015 Black 500 x 500 15
STFRD05015 Red 500 x 500 15
STFBK10020 Black 1000 x 1000 20
STFRD10020 Red 1000 x 1000 20
STFBK10040 Black 1000 x 1000 40
STFRD10040 Red 1000 x 1000 40
STFBK05040 Black 500 x 500 40
STFRD05040 Red 500 x 500 40

GreenRub Fitness tiles are the most cost-effective flooring solution for both indoor and 
outdoor fitness centers. Our range of tiles can be exposed to high mechanical loads and 
provides superior sound attenuation.

Available in a wide variety of thicknesses, 
colours and materials combination (full 
SBR, SBR and EPDM with speckled effect, 
EPDM or artificial grass top surface).

USAGE BENEFITS

- Safety for athletes in the event
  of a fall
- Microfracture prevention
- Less stress on the joints
- Great grip
- Subflooring protection

Upon request, bevelled edges to avoid 
tripping hazard or puzzle format for an 
easier installation.
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Code Colour Size (mm) Thickness (mm)

CFBKX10015 Black 1000 x 1000 15
CFRDX10015 Red 1000 x 1000 15
CFBKX10020 Black 1000 x 1000 20
CFRDX10020 Red 1000 x 1000 20
CFBKX10030 Black 1000 x 1000 30
CFRDX10030 Red 1000 x 1000 30

GreenRub tiles for CROSSFIT or FREE WEIGHTS areas are designed with an increased density to 
maximize the impact absorption.
They guarantee an increased rebound control compared to normal surfaces, with the aim of 
providing safety to all athletes and people doing sports and gymnastic movements.
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GreenRub Infill
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GreenRub SBR material is used as an infill for synthetic turf sports fields. It stabilizes the artificial 
grass in an upright position providing performance features similar to the natural grass field. 
For heavy traffic areas, GreenRub infill prevents the grass from being patted down by offering 
a firmer support, providing cushioning and rebounding feature.

The standard size of the GreenRub Infill is 0.8 - 2.5mm.
Additionally, upon customer’s request, we can manufacture a wider range of sizes and
colours.
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Code Colour Size (mm)

SBRBK08025 Black 0.8 - 2.5
SBRRD08025 Red 0.8 - 2.5
SBRGN08025 Green 0.8 - 2.5

USAGE BENEFITS

- Shock-absorption and foot stability to 
protect athletes
- Softer artificial grass and perfect bounce
- Moisture drainage
- Dust and mud reduction
- Environment Friendly
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GreenRub Farm



GreenRub Farm tiles are an animal-friendly surface providing an enhanced comfort while 
standing or lying down in the stable.
This flooring solution also provides an economical benefit in the practical utilization of the 
stable by minimizing the use of bedding as well as man-power.

The tiles can be utilised also to protect the vertical walls on the washing areas, boxes or trailers.

Code Colour Size (mm) Thickness (mm)

FABKX10020 Black 1000 x 1000 20
FARDX10020 Red 1000 x 1000 20
FAGNX10020 Green 1000 x 1000 20
FABKX10030 Black 1000 x 1000 30
FARDX10030 Red 1000 x 1000 30
FAGNX10030 Green 1000 x 1000 30
FABKX10040 Black 1000 x 1000 40
FARDX10040 Red 1000 x 1000 40
FAGNX10040 Green 1000 x 1000 40

USAGE BENEFITS

- Slip resistance
- Protection for tendons and
  joints
- Noise Insulation
- Less maintenance required
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Other applications
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Green Rubber Recycling Co. supplies raw materials as well as pour in place (PIP) service 
for seamless rubber flooring. Available in a variety of colours and material combinations 
for different applications: sports field, running tracks, walkways.
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Custom design
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Every project comes with a challenge.
Our technical team is providing tailored solutions with custom shapes, engravings or 
colour combination for a unique flooring which combines safety and aesthetics.

GreenRub Puzzle tiles can be used for multiple applications:
play areas, therapy centers, fitness and yoga studios, pools or sidewalks.
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We
provide,
you

imagine,

be
CREATIVE!
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